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In this interview, Jevgenia Hrapan, born on September 30, 1915 and a life-time resident of 
Silene, talks about the mass killings of Jews by German Nazis and collaborators from the 
local population during World War II. She describes the locations of those events and 
remembers various details of the mass shootings: such as the estimated number of victims, 
ages, and the details of the atrocities. She also talks about the troubling case of her Jewish 
nephews who were taken and killed by Nazis. 

 
[01:] 00:44:10 – [01:] 10:49:19 
 
She introduces herself; remembers when World War II began and the German invasion of 
Latvia; describes how Jews and Russians lived together peacefully; comments on remoteness 
of stores (the nearest one was 30 km from the village) and poor modes of transportation (only 
a few horses); discusses how the Jewish population had some merchant businesses and 
worked as window-repairers; mentions how overall they were very poor people; talks about 
the public school for Jewish and Russian children; recalls special badges the Germans forced 
Jews to wear; comments on the emotional and psychological condition of Jews when Nazis 
arrived; describes the persecution of Jewish population and how Jews were banned from their 
jobs; mentions how the Jews prepared themselves for massacre; remembers the processes of 
digging graves for future victims; discusses how Jews were driven to the local synagogue and 
imprisoned there for several days without food; notes that other people were not allowed to 
help the imprisoned Jews; mentions the number of Jewish victims from Braslav (a town in 
present Belarus, not far from Daugavpils, Latvia)—about 3,000 people; talks about the 
burning of religious books written by rabbis; discusses how after the initial massacre the Jews 
were instead sent to labor camps. 
 
[01:] 10:49:20 – [01:] 20:27:04 
 
She talks about the release of the Jews from the synagogue; explains how that upon their 
release many ran and went into hiding; mentions how her husband escaped somewhere on 
horseback and left her alone with the children in the village; discusses how the Jews who did 
not go into hiding were driven to the nearest lake under pretence of being given some rest; 
explains how in reality they were being brought there to be shot; mentions the killing process; 
discusses how her mother lived close to that lake and that the shooters came to her mother 
and asked for some drinks; recalls that the sounds of the shots were heard for a long time; 
recalls that there were many pools of blood and body parts in the area where the massacre 
took place; remembers her mother-in-law; describes the process of burying the corpses; 
discusses the lack of time and ground to bury all the corpses; describes the unpleasant smell 
that was present for several days; explains how the Germans forced the locals to pick through 
the corpses and clean the territory from blood pools; remembers how there were volunteers to 
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clean up collected gold teeth and earrings from the dead bodies and then who sold them 
afterward in Belarus.   
 
[00:] 20:27:05 – [01:] 30:39:00 
 
She estimates that around 200 people were shot and their ages varied from preschool children 
to the elderly; explains that the Jews were good and decent people; comments on her two 
cousins who married Jewish girls; explains how these women were taken by Nazis and killed, 
which left several children as orphans; mentions that her aunt took these kids from Riga and 
tried to hide them in Selena with different names and documents; comments on how the 
Nazis somehow discovered them, took the kids away, killed them, and then jailed the aunt; 
comments on how the aunt’s health was ruined after her release from prison; talks about how 
one of her cousins committed suicide and another who was imprisoned as well; mentions the 
central location of the synagogue and that everybody could see what was happening; 
comments on how the Germans acted only as commanders and forced the locals to carry out 
the “dirty work” of killing; recalls that it was actually Russians who shot the Jews, 
remembers some shooters by name; mentions that they were drunk; describes the case of an 
accidental death of one German military man and the subsequent retribution executions of the 
two suspected Russians through hanging. 
 
[00:] 30:39:01 – [01:] 42:58:00 
 
She recalls how one Jewish girl tried to escape the massacre at the lake by swimming away; 
describes how the Nazis ran ahead and killed the girl; mentions that she heard the story about 
the girl from others; comments on how badly the pits were covered; recalls her mother seeing 
a child’s arm that was gnawed by dogs; explains that the fear in the village was worse than 
the fear at the battlefront; remembers that no Jews came back to Selena after the end of the 
war; denies the fact that the men of the village were too compliant and obedient and that no 
one resisted; recalls one father who voluntary took his son and daughter to drown themselves; 
cannot determine the number of shooters; mentions that, in Braslav, Jews were forced to dig 
their own graves; explains how these memories are very painful and difficult for her; 
remembers different people crying and shouting during the mass killing; comments again on 
ages of the victims—both at the event at the lake and at the synagogue; discusses the 
synagogue being very tightly packed with people; notes that she had many acquaintances 
among the victims; recalls one orphan girl that was nurtured by her mother and then 
imprisoned in the synagogue; explains that her mother was not allowed to give her food.  
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